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Chapter 1681 The sky falls! trample!

Wiliam is waiting, this is the time!

Xu Tongyin was indeed smart, but he only guessed half of Wiliam’s strategy.

The reason why Wiliam helped the people with the sword cover the sky to lift the
seal of Wangu Withered was to kill these suzerains through the backlash of
Wangu Withered.

On the other hand, Wiliam also took a fancy to the special ability of Wan Bone
Withering.

Wiliam couldn’t help thinking that if he had no way to save his grandfather for a
while, whether he could use the special ability of withering bones to keep his
grandfather’s soul alive.

Since there was another possibility to protect grandpa, Wiliam naturally wanted
to give it a try.

As for Wiliam, he still has spare energy, so why not dare?

He knew that what happened to the thirteen Sect Masters was irreversible.
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This scene is very similar to the scene of facing Lu Xiaolu at the Lu family.

Lu Xiaolu was so inflated at the time, didn’t he suffer the consequences in the
end?

Wiliam’s figure grew to ten meters high in the blink of an eye, like an indomitable
giant.

And Hu Feiquan’s eyes continued to be red, and he shouted: “Come again! This
time, this arrogant boy will be killed!”

After all, the runes at the feet of the thirteen people burst into a fierce light
again.

These rays of light went towards Wiliam from all directions.

This time, Wiliam didn’t stay where he was.

His huge body suddenly rushed towards the pitch-black sky!
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In the blink of an eye, everyone could no longer see Wiliam’s figure.

“Want to escape? It’s not that easy! So far, no one has been able to escape from
the death of the bones in the strongest state!” Hu Feiquan roared sharply, and
the rune array instantly enlarged, forming a cage of hundreds of meters, chasing
after him. Wiliam rushed straight into the sky!

“What exactly is Wiliam going to do?” Bai Jianxing’s heart was trembling.

No one knew what Wiliam was going to do.

Only on Hu Feiquan’s side, complacently waiting for the final verdict.

This sky is the grave of Wiliam boy!

After a while, when everyone’s patience was about to dissipate, someone
suddenly exclaimed: “Look at the sky! What is that!”

Everyone was looking at it with their heads raised, but when they looked at it
seriously, they all took a deep breath!

I saw a silver light in the sky.

This touch of silver light, everyone knows.

Isn’t it the color of the rune formation!

I saw the rune formation, could it be that Wiliam has been swallowed by the rune
formation?

The faces of the thirteen sovereigns cheered up one after another!

But the next second, they suddenly covered their hearts tightly!

It’s like being hit by something!

“Look! There seems to be something on the rune formation!” Someone shouted.

When everyone looked at it again, they felt dizzy again!

I saw that the rune formation was falling at an extremely fast speed!

This speed is so fast that everyone gets goosebumps!

In the blink of an eye, the rune formation continued to enlarge in the eyes of
everyone!



Everyone also saw clearly that there was indeed something above the rune
formation!

But it looks like a foot!

An animal foot!

Everyone’s back is chilling!

This rune formation itself is already a hundred meters in size!

What other animal feet are bigger than the rune formation!
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Moreover, the big one is not one or two points!

This animal foot, according to the scale of the rune formation, should be a
kilometer in size!

The beast’s feet are so lightly stepping on the rune formation, as if a normal
person’s feet are stepping on a small piece of mud!

“Run! Run!” Xu Tongyin was the first to react and shouted directly.

What a joke!

According to this ratio, the animal feet have kilometers!

If this were to fall, wouldn’t it have trampled everyone present into a muddy
flesh!

Everyone reacted one after another, scolding mother one by one, but their
footsteps quickly retreated to the back!

However, Xu Tongyin suddenly discovered that none of the people with the
sword covering the sky escaped.
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It’s not that you don’t want to run away!

But can’t escape!

Because this unsealed ten thousand bones withered away, but everyone involved
in the strange sword covering the sky!
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Before, everyone’s strength was greatly increased because of the withering of all
bones!

Now, but because the bones are withered, they can’t escape even if they want to!

Because the rune formation looks from the situation just now, as long as it is
activated, none of them can move, and they can only maintain the formation!

Xu Tongyin felt a chill in her heart!

This Wiliam is really calculating!

If this animal foot was made by Wiliam, it is entirely possible for him to smash the
rune formation in mid-air!

Luckily, Wiliam didn’t do this, but directly stepped on the big formation and fell!

This makes the big formation not over, and everyone can’t escape from the
scene!

All I can do is watch death come!

Really scary!

It’s just how this obscuring animal foot came out!

Are you still human?

Xu Tongyin’s body was trembling!

This animal foot, even if it is him, does not have the courage to contend, and is
said to have the strength to contend!

In the blink of an eye, the beast’s feet are getting closer!

It became clearer and clearer that it was indeed the sole of a beast!

Fall from the sky!

The faces of Hu Feiquan and the others turned pale instantly!

Damn it!

He desperately wanted to get out of the formation, but found that he couldn’t
even move!

“Damn it!” he yelled, blood dripping from his body!



“Boom!” The feet of a thousand-year-old animal did not allow anyone to resist,
and fell to the ground in an instant!

The ground, a burst of strong collapse and vibration!

The entire sword covered the sky, and it completely collapsed under the
trampling of this animal’s feet!

The rune formation collapsed instantly when the beast’s feet fell to the ground.

The man with the sword that covered the sky was free, but he was also close to
death.

They wanted to escape, but it was too late!

Xu Tongyin and the others were able to escape from the trampling range of the
beast’s feet.

The person with the sword covering the sky, together with the entire sect, was
reduced to ashes!

And the animal feet collapsed instantly after being trampled on.

A figure was blown out from the broken animal feet and smashed heavily on the
already damaged ground.

“Wiliam!” Su Emei was the first to react, jumping and flying in the direction of
Wiliam.

Several other sects also rushed over.

The kick that covered the sky just now was really made by Wiliam!

Is this him too scary!

Directly stepped on a sect!

Is he still human?

NowWiliam is dead or not!

To use such a terrifying move, the price must be very high!

Su Emei suddenly remembered what Wiliam said before, and couldn’t help
shivering!

Wiliam asked her to help spread the word, saying that he wanted one person to
step on the sword and cover the sky!



Su Emei took it for granted, originally thought that this step down was referring
to the eradication of strange swords covering the sky and the door!

Never thought that this Wiliam was too upright!

Stepping, it really means literally!

A thousand feet of beasts fell from the sky!

There is no need to directly trample the strange sword to cover the sky!

So scary!
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